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Abstract The availability of genome sequences makes it
possible to develop microarrays that can be used for
profiling gene expression over developmental time, as
organisms respond to environmental challenges, and for
comparison between wild-type and mutant strains under
various conditions. The desired characteristics of
microarrays (intense signals, hybridization specificity
and extensive coverage of the transcriptome) were not
fully met by the previous Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
microarray: probes derived from cDNA sequences
(�300 bp) were prone to some nonspecific cross-
hybridization and coverage of the transcriptome was
only �20%. The near completion of the C. reinhardtii
nuclear genome sequence and the availability of exten-
sive cDNA information have made it feasible to improve
upon these aspects. After developing a protocol for
selecting a high-quality unigene set representing all
known expressed sequences, oligonucleotides were de-
signed and a microarray with �10,000 unique array
elements (�70 bp) covering 87% of the known tran-
scriptome was developed. This microarray will enable
researchers to generate a global view of gene expression

in C. reinhardtii. Furthermore, the detailed description
of the protocol for selecting a unigene set and the design
of oligonucleotides may be of interest for laboratories
interested in developing microarrays for organisms
whose genome sequences are not yet completed (but are
nearing completion).
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Introduction

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a unicellular alga that has
been used extensively as a model organism to study
photosynthetic function and the biogenesis of the chlo-
roplast (Harris 2001; Rochaix 2002, 2004; Wostrikoff
et al. 2004), the structure and function of flagella and
basal bodies (Silflow and Lefebvre 2001; Kamiya 2002;
Dutcher 2003; Scholey 2003), nutrient deprivation and
stress-related processes (Davies et al. 1996; Wykoff et al.
1999; Ledford et al. 2004; Miura et al. 2004; Zhang et al.
2004), photoperception (Huang et al. 2002; Sineshche-
kov et al. 2002; Nagel et al. 2003; Kateriya et al. 2004)
and circadian control (Werner 2002; Mittag and Wagner
2003; Wagner et al. 2004; Mittag et al. 2005). Recently,
extensive cDNA and genomic sequence information has
become available, with approximately 90% of the nu-
clear genome being sequenced (JGI, unpublished data).
This advance has made it possible to identify families of
genes (Stauber et al. 2003; Elrad and Grossman 2004)
and subsets of genes encoding proteins potentially in-
volved in specific biological processes or that function in
specific metabolic pathways (LaFontaine et al. 2002;
Grossman et al. 2004; Lohr et al. 2005). A genomic
analysis has identified many genes encoding polypeptide
components of the basal body and the flagella and has
demonstrated that some of these genes have counter-
parts in the human genome which, when mutated, result
in human diseases such as obesity (Snell et al. 2004),
Bardet-Biedl syndrome (Li et al. 2004), polycystic kidney
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disease (Pazour et al. 2000; Qin et al. 2001; Pazour
2004), and primary cilia diskinesis (Omran et al. 2000).
Furthermore, there are many molecular and genetic
techniques that make C. reinhardtii an attractive
organism for genomic analyses (Dutcher 2000; Gross-
man 2000; Dent et al. 2001; Grossman et al. 2003) and
for the generation and use of high density microarrays.
Recently, cDNA-based microarrays and macroarrays
were generated and used to study changing gene
expression that accompanies the transfer of cells from
low to high light conditions (Im and Grossman 2002),
high to low inorganic carbon concentrations (Miura
et al. 2004), and during phosphorus (Moseley and
Grossman 2005) and sulfur (Zhang et al. 2004) depri-
vation.

The limitations associated with the previous version
of the C. reinhardtii array (v1.1) (Zhang et al. 2004) are
low coverage of the nuclear transcriptome and the po-
tential for nonspecific hybridization to the long cDNA
sequences used for array construction. To provide the
community of researchers working with C. reinhardtii
with a powerful tool for analyses of gene expression, we
have developed a new microarray (v2.0), with repre-
sentation for approximately 10,000 genes, based on
synthetic oligonucleotides. The use of oligonucleotide
technology for microarray production has been widely
used during the last several years for the study of gene
expression in various model organisms (reviewed in
Barrett and Kawasaki 2003; Stears et al. 2003; Park
et al. 2004; He et al. 2005; Stoughton 2005). Long oli-
gonucleotide arrays offer several advantages over
cDNA-based arrays. First, probes can be designed en-
tirely in silico, by taking advantage of available genome
and EST sequence information, thus bypassing long and
complex cloning, amplification and sequence verification
procedures used when generating cDNA-based array
elements. Second, because the probes are designed using
accurate bioinformatic programs, they can be optimized
for probe specificity, hybridization characteristics and
homogeneity (e.g., TM) with respect to the entire probe
population. Tailored, long oligonucleotide-based arrays
yield high specificity with respect to signal intensities and
reproducibility, comparable to that obtained using
PCR- or cDNA-based arrays (Kane et al. 2000; Stears
et al. 2003; He et al. 2005). Many companies are now
producing and distributing long-oligonucleotide arrays
for analyses of gene expression in various model
organisms. One drawback of commercial available
platforms, discussed in several recent manuscripts (see
Discussion), is the often poor correlation between results
obtained using different microarray platforms and the
fact that the information used to generate the arrays
(e.g., sequences of oligonucleotide array elements, gene
models used to develop the oligonucleotide sequences)
are often not made publicly available.

In addition to the goal of providing the community of
researchers working with C. reinhardtii with the best
possible microarray, we also wanted to detail all steps
involved in building the array, providing the end-user

with the information that would enable them to critically
design experiments and interpret their results. The pro-
tocols developed for microarray generation are based on
exhaustive use of both cDNA and genomic information
to define a unique set of C. reinhardtii genes; array
generation was not solely based on gene model genera-
tion by ab initio protocols (frequently used for oligo-
nucleotide design and microarray development). The
protocols that we used to design the oligonucleotides
emphasize the importance of oligonucleotide quality
(analyzed by mass spectrometry), the specificity of the
oligonucleotides for the target sequences, the intensity of
the signals generated as a consequence of hybridization
and the reproducibility of the results. Detailed infor-
mation presented in this manuscript on the selection of
the unigene set, probe design criteria and the charac-
teristics of each of the designed oligonucleotides (the
nucleotide sequence, match to gene models, annotation
of each associated gene) provides researchers with (1) a
thorough description of the new array (information not
always available for commercially designed platforms),
(2) up-to-date annotation of genes on the array, and (3)
a discussion of protocols for oligonucleotide generation
from genomic and cDNA information, as well as (4) the
caveats associated with these protocols.

Results

Sequence resources used to generate a unigene set
for oligonucleotide design

Before producing a high-density oligonucleotide-based
microarray, it is critical to identify specific sequences
that represent unique genes. Different sequence re-
sources were combined to produce a high-quality uni-
gene set, representing the known C. reinhardtii
transcriptome.

Use of cDNA information

We used assembled cDNA sequences, supported by
genomic information, as well as sequence information
from previously characterized genes. Most of the cDNA
sequences used for establishing the unique gene set are
also represented by gene models generated by the Joint
Genome Institute (JGI, Walnut Creek, CA, USA); these
gene models were placed onto DNA scaffolds compris-
ing the genome and are shown as a track on the C.
reinhardtii genome browser (http://www.genome.jgi-
psf.org/cgi-bin/browserLoad/41a8f1a03110b11773a7e-
deb). The information used to establish a set of unique
cDNAs for C. reinhardtii is given below:

1. Sequences present in C. reinhardtii recombinant li-
braries (Asamizu et al. 2000; Shrager et al. 2003)
(http://www.kazusa.or.jp/en/plant/chlamy/EST/);
these libraries were generated from cells grown under
a broad range of environmental conditions.
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2. Specific cDNA sequences generated by various
researchers, although some were not present in the
EST/cDNA libraries that were used for the genera-
tion of sequence information (e.g., low expression
genes). Some of these sequences are in public data-
bases (e.g., the EMBL database), while others may
still not have been entered into the public databases.

3. The cDNA information was used to capture corre-
sponding genomic information to improve the quality
of the final assembled sequences.

Use of sequence information from the nuclear genome

Shotgun sequencing of the nuclear genome of C. rein-
hardtii was performed at approximate 10X coverage by
JGI. The assembly was constructed with JAZZ, the JGI
assembler, which exploited paired-end sequence infor-
mation (5¢ and 3¢ sequences from each clone). After
trimming vector and low quality sequences, 1.8 million
reads were assembled into 3,211 scaffolds that together
represent �100 Mbp. Roughly half of the genome is
contained on 72 scaffolds, all of which are at least
504 kbp. The genomic sequence information represents
approximately 90% of the total C. reinhardtii nuclear
genome.

Combining cDNA and nuclear information

There are currently approximately 180,000 cDNA se-
quence reads that have been generated by the C. rein-
hardtii genome consortium (Grossman et al. 2003;
Shrager et al. 2003), as well as numerous other sequences
either reported by the Kasuza sequence group (Asamizu
et al. 1999, 2000), or by individual laboratories that have
focused on specific genes. Shrager et al. (2003) placed the
reads into distinct contigs (an assemblage of reads with
overlapping nucleotide sequences), and contigs that

group together as part of the same genes have been
designated Assembly of Contigs generated from EST
information (ACEs). Reads that do not assemble into
contigs, but that are considered to come from the same
gene (in the same ACE), represent sequences from the 3¢
and 5¢ ends of a given clone. All of the reads of a given
ACE have also been mapped to the C. reinhardtii nu-
clear genome and the cDNA and its corresponding
genomic sequence were reassembled; the resulting
assemblage is called an ACE containing genomic Ghost
sequences (ACEG). Building ACEGs provides a higher
confidence level with respect to individual sequence calls
within an ACE. Each ACEG has been placed onto the
genome and has an identifier that starts with the scaffold
number followed by the ACEG number; ACEG 5.8 is
the eighth ACEG located on scaffold number five of the
genomic sequence, as presented on the JGI browser
(http://www.genome.jgi-psf.org/chlre2/chlre2.home.html).
The assembly of ACEGs will be discussed in detail by
J. Jain et al. (unpublished data). The JGI browser page
displays different tracks, including the EST reads that
associate with specific regions of the genome (ChlamySTs
BLATn on the genome browser; see Fig. 1), and the
gene models (finalModels V2) that predict the coding
region of a gene (although they do not take into account
cDNA and ACE sequence information). Figure 1 gives
an example of a typical genome browser window on
the JGI website. This example shows a region of
scaffold 3 for which expression data is available
(represented by the EST, ChlamyESTs BLATn tracks),
and a corresponding gene model has been generated by
the JGI using ab initio methods. Supplemental Table 1
lists all the ACEGs that have a corresponding gene
model. In cases where an ACEG shares similarity with
more than one gene model, all corresponding gene
models are indicated. This might be the case for gene
families, or when the gene model information is
redundant.

Fig. 1 Chlamydomonas genome browser developed by the Joint
Genome Institutes. The example shown depicts a region with one
predicted gene model with associated EST reads (ChlamyeSTs
track) and a corresponding ACEG that is composed of a single

contig (newACEGs track). The first number of the ACEG indicates
the scaffold (3), the second designates the number of the ACEG on
that scaffold (11), the third designates the number of contigs in the
ACEG (1) and the fourth represents the origin of the sequence
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Currently, there are nearly 20,000 gene models, of
which 8,728 are associated with ACEGs, as shown in
Fig. 2. The number of gene models is an overestimate of
the number of C. reinhardtii genes since many of the
smaller scaffolds are contained within the larger scaf-
folds, but were not assembled because of poor sequence
information. There are also a number of cases for which
expression data was deduced based on cDNA repre-
sentation within the libraries, but the cDNA informa-
tion was not associated with a gene model. As shown in
Fig. 2, approximately 3,000 of the 11,387 ACEGs are
not represented by a gene model. Furthermore, many of
the gene models are inaccurate in their prediction of
intron–exon boundaries. Lastly, gene models appear to
be wrong in the 3¢ region in a significant number of
cases, based on comparisons with the cDNA informa-
tion. This can be problematic because, as discussed later,
the 3¢ regions of transcripts are preferred for the gen-
eration of oligonucleotides used on the array. For these
reasons, we decided to primarily exploit cDNA sequence
information for designing the oligonucleotides used for
array construction. It should be noted that several of the
gene models predicted by JGI are not represented by
cDNA sequence information. The gene models not
associated with expression data may represent genes
expressed at a low level or under specific conditions that
are not represented by the suite of conditions to which
the C. reinhardtii cells used for cDNA production were
exposed. They may also represent silent pseudogenes
originating from duplications of expressed genes. In

generating the array probes, we did not use gene model
information that lacked corresponding cDNA confir-
mation, but intend to exploit this information for future
oligonucleotide array design.

ACEG composition

The number of contigs and corresponding EST se-
quences within the different ACEGs could be markedly
different. In the current assembly, 56% of the ACEGs
are composed of a single contig comprised of numerous
sequences derived from both 5¢ and 3¢ cDNA reads
(Fig. 3Ia). In 44% of the cases, an ACEG is composed
of two or more contigs (Fig. 3Ib–f). ACEGs composed
of multiple contigs fall into a number of different cate-
gories. An ACEG contains a nonoverlapping set of
contigs when the sequences at the 3¢ and 5¢ ends of the
clones have not been extended enough to generate a
single overlapping sequence (Fig. 3Ib). For these ACE-
Gs, the regions between contigs are not represented by
cDNA sequence information, although they may be
represented by genomic sequence information. Activat-
ing the ‘‘+’’ button near the ‘newACEG’ track on the
JGI Browser for C. reinhardtii expands that track and
shows the individual contigs that comprise a specific
ACEG.

There are also many cases in which an ACEG may be
composed of contigs that overlap each other, but the
overlap was not detected by the Phrap assembly pro-
gram either because the region of overlap was short
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(Fig. 3Id), or the overlapping sequences were extensive
(Fig. 3Ic) but of low quality. We were able to detect the
relatively short and/or low quality regions of overlap
when individual reads from the ACEGs were blasted
against the total read population.

Some ACEGs are composed of reads within contigs
that differ in their intron–exon structure, as shown in
Fig 3Ie. These reads may represent alternative splice
variants of the same mRNA, or in some cases, they may
result from contaminating nuclear DNA in the RNA
samples that were used for construction of the cDNA
library. The latter situation is often obvious since a read,
represented by a separate contig, contains all of the
intronic sequences (Fig. 3If)

Finally, some contigs may share sequence similarity
with contigs belonging to different ACEGs. This can
occur when the genes represented by these contigs are
part of a gene family that share conserved domains. In
other instances, the contigs may actually represent the
same gene and its presence in more than one ACEG is a
result of improper assembly of the reads. Figure 3II
shows a theoretical example of complex ACEG struc-

ture. ACEG 1.1 is composed of two overlapping contigs
that correspond with the predicted gene model (contigs
1.1.1 and 1.1.3), a third contig (contig 1.1.2) that con-
tains intronic sequences, probably representing con-
taminating genomic DNA, and a fourth contig (contig
1.1.4) that reveals a possible splice variant. Finally, this
group contains contigs that belong to different ACEGs
(28.5 and 37.8); these contigs have sequences similar to
contigs that comprise ACEG 1.1. Indeed, there are a
number of cases in which ACEGs have contigs with
different intron–exon information, and also cases of
similarity among contigs within different ACEGs.

The breakdown of the number of contigs present in
the total ACEG population for the most current cDNA
assembly is presented in Table 1 and Supplemental
Fig. 1. Only those ACEGs with four contigs or less were
included in the subsequent generation of gene-specific
oligonucleotides (�70 mers) used for construction of the
version 2.0 microarray. In cases for which there were 2–4
contigs in a single ACEG, the contig with the highest
EST support was chosen to represent this gene for the
generation of a gene-specific 70 mer; the rationale for
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using this criterion was that those contigs with the
highest EST support should contain the most accurate
sequence data. Furthermore, for this version of the C.
reinhardtii array, we did not attempt to generate oligo-
nucleotides that would distinguish alternative splice
variants, and again, when the EST information sug-
gested the occurrence of splice variants, the sequence of
contigs with the highest EST support were chosen for
generating array elements. The contig composition of
100 ACEGs, based on manual examination, are given in
Fig. 4.

Selecting unigenes for oligonucleotide generation

General considerations

A major reason for generating a set of unique ACEGs
was to establish a unigene set to serve as the basis for
synthesizing oligonucleotides for building a high-density
microarray. This ACEG population would represent a
nonredundant set of cDNAs, each ACEG representing a
unique gene. Two issues must be considered when
choosing a set of sequences for oligonucleotide design:

(a) For ACEGs composed of more than one contig,
which contig should be used for the generation of
the oligonucleotide?

(b) When a contig within an ACEG matches a contig
from another ACEG, how do we differentiate be-

tween distinct genes with significant sequence simi-
larity and redundant sequence information (contigs
that represent the same gene but that assembled into
two or more ACEGs)?

As mentioned previously, with respect to situation
(a) we chose to use the contig with the highest EST
support. Using the contig with the highest EST support
eliminates a number of potential problems and abnor-
malities associated with particular contigs. These
problems/abnormalities include the erroneous assembly
of contigs into an ACEG (e.g., short sequences with
significant similarity), and the presence of contaminat-
ing genomic DNA in the cDNA population (reflected
by the presence of a few sequences within an ACEG
that retain introns). Manual analysis of 100 ACEGs
has shown that in all cases, the contig with the highest
EST support does not retain intron sequences (gener-
ally there are a few intron-containing sequences and
their presence is most apparent in ACEGs that are
composed of numerous EST reads). In cases where two
nonassembled contigs within an ACEG completely
overlap (e.g., unspliced intron-containing DNA pre-
vented assembly), or where they overlapped over a
short sequence span (not high enough sequence quality
and/or long enough sequence overlap to allow assem-
bly), the contig with the highest EST support was used
for designing the oligonucleotides. In cases where two
or more contigs of an ACEG shared the same number
of supporting EST reads, the most 3¢ contig was

Table 1 Composition and size distribution of ACEGs

Complete set Contig composition of ACEGs Size

ACEGs Contigs 1 2 3 4 >4 contigs >200 bp <200 bp

11,387 19,038 6,334 3,453 1,038 378 184 11,192 195

Composition and size distribution of the complete set of ACEGs. Bold values show ACEGs that were discarded before analysis, i.e., those
composed of more than 4 contigs (184), or for which each contig has a length <200 bp (195). According to this filter, 11008 ACEGs were
selected for further analysis
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selected for oligonucleotide generation. In some cases,
overlapping contigs showed retention of introns that
could represent splice variants. However, we did not

attempt to generate ‘variant-specific’ oligonucleotides
(again, we used the contig with the greatest EST sup-
port).
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For those contigs in category (b), we developed a
protocol to generate the most reliable set of unique se-
quences, reducing ACEG redundancy to a minimum.
This protocol sacrificed some potentially unique se-
quence information, but yielded a higher degree of
confidence in the unique nature of each of the selected
ACEGs. The use of this nonredundant ACEG pool for
oligonucleotide generation eliminates duplicate gene
representation on the array, reducing the cost and
increasing the overall quality of oligonucleotide design.

Protocol for ACEG selection

The protocol to select the set of ACEGs used for oli-
gonucleotide design was divided into three phases,
yielding three separate ACEG pools that are combined
into a final ACEG pool. The database used for initiating
the protocol consisted of the 11,387 ACEGs (Table 1)
generated by the assembly protocol that will be de-
scribed by M. Jain et al. (unpublished data) and which
was briefly discussed above. The ACEGs (composed of
19,038 contigs) were placed into the ‘complete ACEG
pool’. As discussed above, each ACEG can be composed
of one or more contig(s). All ACEGs containing more
than four contigs (184 in total) were eliminated from the
dataset since sequence information in the contigs that
comprise these ACEGs is likely to be of low quality and
hence they limit the assembly process. ACEGs com-
posed of contigs shorter than 200 bp (195 in total) were
also discarded. Eliminating ACEGs with >4 contigs
and with all contigs shorter than 200 bp yielded a pop-
ulation of 11,008 ACEGs (Table 1 and Supplemental
Table 2); 6,144 of these were single ACEGs composed of
only one contig, while 4,864 were multi ACEGs com-
posed of 2, 3 or 4 contigs.

To initiate the protocol of eliminating duplicate
contigs, the consensus sequences of all contigs from the
11,008 ACEGs were blasted against themselves and a
contig was not considered unique if its sequence mat-
ched another consensus contig sequence with an E-value
of 1e-15 or lower. This enabled us to create three contig

lists. One list contained the unique contigs, i.e., those
contigs that did not match any other contig in the
complete pool. A second list had multi-own contigs, i.e.,
contigs that match only contigs from the same ACEG.
The latter represent overlapping contigs not assembled
by Phrap assembly program. A third list contained
multi-other contigs that were similar to contigs in other
ACEGs.

Phase 1: filtering of the ACEGs In phase 1, contigs of
single ACEGs that were present in the unique contig list
were directly placed into the final contig pool. Of the
6,144 single ACEGs, the contigs from 4,726 were parti-
tioned into the final contig pool. The remaining 1,418
single ACEGs were placed into the check-pool; the
ACEGs in this pool were analyzed in phase 2 of the
protocol. Second, we selected multi-ACEGs (ACEGs
with 2–4 contigs) for which all of their component
contigs were present in the unique contig list (nonover-
lapping contigs not represented by sequences in any
other ACEG in the database). From these ACEGs, we
chose the single contig from each with the highest EST
sequence support and used that contig consensus se-
quence for the design of the oligonucleotide array ele-
ments. For cases in which the contigs had essentially
identical EST support, we chose the contig that con-
tained the polyA tail or that was closest to the 3¢ end of
the cDNA. Contigs representing these ACEGs were

Table 2 Probe design criteria

TM criteria
min, opt, max

Total
target
sequences

Probes
satisfying
all criteria

Probes with
possible cross-hybridization

No probes
designed

First round of design (TM 75�C) 72, 75, 78 10,035 8,562 846 627
78, 78, 84 1,473 725 711 37
Combined TM 10,035 9,287 711 37

Second round of design (TM 78�C) 75, 78, 81 10,035 8,961 880 194
81, 81, 87 1,074 230 782 62
Combined TM 10,035 9,191 782 62

Final Combination of first
and second rounds

10,035 9,368 630 37

Oligonucleotides designed during the first round (optimum TM of 75�C) and the second round (optimum TM of 78�C) were combined to
yield the final set of oligonucleotides. Of the 9998 oligonucleotides selected for the generation of the array, 9,368 satisfied all of the criteria
defined in the text. 630 oligonucleotides may show some cross-hybridization with nontarget sequences, and for 37 sequences no satisfying
oligonucleotide could be designed

Table 3 Origin and labeling scheme of the 9998 final pool se-
quences

Origin Suffix Sequences Numbers

EMBL .A 497 1.A to 497.A
Private .B 38 498.B to 535.B
First pool .C 6,974 536.C to 7509.C
Second pool .D 1,411 7510.C to 8919.D
Third pool .E 1,078 8920.E to 9998.E

Origin of the sequences used to generate the oligonucleotides in the
final pool. Oligonucleotides were numbered from 1 to 9998 with a
suffix (.A through .E) tracing their origin into the final pool of 9998
sequences
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added to the final contig pool. This analysis yielded an
additional 1,640 unique contigs from the total of 4,864;
1,512 were from ACEGs composed of two contigs, 117
were from ACEGs composed of three contigs and 11
were from ACEGs composed of four contigs.

We also examined the multi ACEGs that had all their
contigs in the multi-own contig list; these contigs mat-
ched other contigs, but only those present in the same
ACEG. In all cases, the contigs within the single ACEG
could be assembled (into a single contig), but they may
have not been assembled by Phrap for several reasons;
the overlap was too short, the sequence was not of a
quality good enough, or the contigs had differences in
their intron–exon structures. For these cases, we ex-
tracted the contig of over 200 bp with the highest EST
support, and in cases where two contigs had the same
EST support, we chose the one with the polyA tail or the
one closest to the 3¢ end, and placed it into the final
contig pool. This analysis provided an additional 817
contigs (458 from ACEGs composed of two contigs, 263
from ACEGs composed of three contigs and 96 from
ACEGs composed of four contigs). The remaining 2,407
multi ACEGs were placed into the check-pool.

At this point, the final contig pool had a total number
of 4,726 + 1,640 + 817=7,183 contigs, or 4,726 con-
tigs from ACEGs with 1 contig, 1,970 contigs from
ACEGs with 2 contigs, 380 contigs from ACEGs with 3
contigs and 107 contigs from ACEGs with 4 contigs.
Each of these selected contigs should represent a unique
gene. The check-pool contained a total of 7,432 contigs
derived from 3,825 ACEGs; the composition of the
check-pool at this point was 1,418 single ACEGs, 1,478
ACEGs with two contigs, 658 ACEGs with three contigs
and 271 ACEGs with four contigs (Fig. 5a and Sup-
plemental Table 2).

Phase 2: analyzing the check-pool with new similarity
criteria The check-pool contained all ACEGs com-
posed of one or more contigs, of which at least one
contig matched another contig from a different ACEG
with an E-value of 1e-15 or less. The identification of
similar contigs within different ACEGs might be a
consequence of the existence of gene families and
marked sequence similarities between the different
members of those families, or result from the generation
of duplicate ACEGs erroneously generated by the Phrap
assembly program. In the latter case, poor sequence
reads and/or alternative intron splicing may have re-
sulted in the separation of sequences that really repre-
sent a single gene. In this second phase of ACEG
selection, we attempted to eliminate duplicate ACEGs
from the check-pool using relatively conservative criteria
that would likely also eliminate some unique ACEGs.
First, we established new similarity criteria and blasted
all the contig sequences in the check-pool against each
other. For two contigs to be considered duplicates, a
contig of one ACEG must match a contig from at least
one other ACEG with 90% identity over a span of a

Fig. 6 The distribution of GC content (a), TM (b) and length (c)
associated with the 9,998 specific oligonucleotides designed as
elements for the microarray
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nucleotide sequence consisting of at least 200 bp. Se-
quences meeting or exceeding these criteria thresholds
were considered duplicates.

Within these new threshold limits, a number of the
ACEGs in the check-pool were considered to be ‘‘un-
ique’’ (e.g., none of the contigs within the ACEG mat-
ched a contig from another ACEG). This protocol
generated an additional 810 contigs from single ACEGs
and 651 contigs from the multi-ACEGs, or contigs rep-
resenting 1,461 new ACEGs in all. Again, the contig
with the highest EST count for each selected ACEG was
included in the final contig pool. There were 2,364
ACEGs that did not pass this second filter (608 single
ACEGs and 1,756 multi ACEGs) and were dropped to
the remaining pool; all of these ACEGs had at least one
contig that matched a contig from another ACEG,
according to the new similarity criteria (Fig. 5b).

Phase 3: analyzing the remaining pool For the third
part of the protocol, we blasted the contigs comprising
the 2,364 ACEGs in the remaining pool against each
other using a threshold value for ‘match’ of 1e-15. We
then formed separate groups of ACEGs for which at
least one contig of one ACEG matched another contig
from a second ACEG with 90% or greater identity over
a span of at least 200 bp. While some of these ‘ACEG
groups’ contained two different ACEGs, others con-
tained several ACEGs. Furthermore, a number of
ACEGs were comprised of contigs that were present in
more than one of the ACEG groups (contained more
than one contig that matched contigs in other ACEGs;
so a number of ACEGs were members of different
ACEG groups). To select potentially unique, high
quality ACEGs from this pool, we calculated the total
EST support for each ACEG in the pool by adding the
EST support for all of the contigs from which it was
composed, sorted the ACEG groups according to EST
support (those with highest support were placed at the
top of the list and those with the lowest at the bottom)
and then processed the ACEG groups from high to low
support. The processing consisted of selecting the lon-
gest, single ACEG from its group of matching ACEGs
while discarding the other ACEGs from that group
(placing them into the discarded pool), and then identi-
fying the contig within the selected ACEG with the
highest EST support. When a specific ACEG was elim-
inated from one ACEG group, it was automatically
eliminated from any of the other ACEG groups in which
it was a member. This procedure yielded contigs repre-
senting another 1,210 ACEGs that were placed in the
final contig pool; 1,154 ACEGs were discarded using this
procedure (Fig. 5c). The final results of this selection
protocol yielded 9,854 sequences in the final contig pool
(Supplemental Table 2). To verify that all of the se-
quences in this pool were unique, we blasted them
against each other. Based on the blast outputs, we
eliminated 5 additional sequences because of insufficient
sequence quality, leaving a final contig pool containing
9,849 unique contigs.

Sequences from the EMBL database

We also included in the population of sequences used for
oligonucleotide generation those C. reinhardtii sequences
present in the EMBL database. This dataset included
331 sequences based on genomic DNA information and
433 sequences based on cDNA information. We checked
for duplicates among the two sets of sequence infor-
mation and when duplicates were discovered, the longest
sequence was retained. We considered two sequences
duplicates if they were ‡90% identical over a region of at
least 200 bp. This analysis yielded 505 EMBL sequences
to be added to the final contig pool. If an EMBL se-
quence was not represented in the final contig pool, it was
immediately added to that pool. If the sequence was
already presented in the final contig pool, the contig
generated from the cDNA assembly was removed, and it
was replaced by the EMBL sequence. The rationale for
performing this exchange was that in general, EMBL
sequences were generated by extensive sequence analyses
performed by individual investigators focused on a
specific gene; therefore, the accuracy of the EMBL se-
quences would generally be better than consensus contig
sequences generated by assembly of EST information.
Also the lengths of the EMBL sequences were usually
longer than the corresponding contig chosen from the
ACEG pool. Of the 505 sequences, 195 were not already
present in the final contig pool and 310 were used to
replace 356 existing contigs. The replacement of the
contigs with the EMBL sequences was not a one-for-one
replacement because one EMBL sequence could replace
one or more contigs if the similarities are high enough.
After adding the 195 EMBL sequences and replacing the
356 contigs with the 310 EMBL sequences, the total
number of sequences in the final contig pool was 9,998.

Contributed, unpublished sequencing efforts

Unpublished sequence information was sent by indi-
vidual investigators and compared to the ACEG or
EMBL databases for duplications, based on previously
described criteria (‡90% identity over ‡200 bp). Se-
quences not present in either of the databases were ad-
ded to the final pool. If the sequence was already
represented in the final pool (either from ACEGs or
EMBL sequences), the contig generated from the
assembly was removed and was replaced by the con-
tributed sequence. This process yielded another 38 se-
quences that were added to the final pool (only one of
the sequences was represented by an EMBL sequence).

In the end, the final pool contained 9,493 ACEG
contigs, 38 private sequences, 504 EMBL sequences or a
total of 10,035 sequences representing unique genes. All
these sequences were used to generate unique oligonu-
cleotide array elements. A powerpoint file containing a
more visual depiction of the sequence selection protocol
used to generate the final ACEG pool can be downloaded
from http://www.chlamy.org/micro.html.
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Generating oligonucleotides from sequences in the final
contig pool

The design of oligonucleotides from the sequences con-
tained in the final sequence pool was performed using
the array-oligonucleotide generation protocol developed
by Integrated DNA Technologies, in which some
parameters were customized. The design process is de-
tailed below.

Introduction to probe design

Since microarray experiments involve numerous DNA/
DNA or DNA/RNA hybridizations, the design criteria
for all factors affecting hybridization, such as TM

(melting temperature), GC%, secondary structure, self-
hybridization of the probe (self-dimerization) and se-
quence complexity (stretches of A, C, G or T) must be
considered with respect to oligonucleotide design. Also,
since thousands of different microarray hybridization
events occur simultaneously on the same array platform,
the TM for the individual reactions must be approxi-
mately the same for all hybridization events; this helps
equalize signals across the array. Furthermore, probe
specificity must be considered in order to prevent cross-
hybridization of the labeled cDNAs among different
array elements. The labeled DNA used for hybridization
with the array elements were generated from a reverse
transcriptase reaction primed with oligo-dT (which
binds to the poly-adenylated 3¢ end of a mature mRNA).
Usually 3¢ sequences of transcripts are most effectively
reverse transcribed in this reaction as a consequence of
premature termination of the reverse-transcription
reactions, leading to truncated cDNAs. Therefore,
biasing the selection of array elements toward those
localized to the 3¢ region of each mRNA is likely to
improve hybridization signals.

Probe design criteria for C. reinhardtii

Probe design based on the ACEG sequences used an
iterative strategy because it was not possible to design a
unique probe for each sequence in the 10 K sequence
pool according to a single stringent set of criteria.
Therefore, we adjusted or relaxed specific criteria to
generate probes for sequences that did not contain
suitable probe regions according to the original probe
design criteria. Since the TM value is important for
maximizing both sensitivity and specificity of the bind-
ing of the probe to the cDNA, this criterion was fixed
during probe selection and could only be adjusted by
reinitiating the protocol for probe selection. For other
criteria like GC%, free energy of probe self-dimer
hybridization and probe length, the algorithm would
automatically and gradually relax the criteria if no probe
candidate met the initial criteria. We implemented the
probe design protocol several times to generate a high
quality probe set. Each time we changed the TM crite-

rion, the other criteria remained unchanged, or the
algorithm performed parameter relaxation if necessary.
The parameters used by our protocol are given below:

Minimum TM The minimum TM threshold temperature
for each probe on the microarray. Only probe candi-
dates that met or exceeded the TM threshold value were
considered.

Maximum TM The maximum TM threshold tempera-
ture for each probe on the microarray. Only probe
candidates that met or fell below the TM threshold value
were considered.

Optimum TM The optimum TM for each probe on the
microarray. The program selects probes with a TM as
close to this value as possible.

Maximum probe length Eighty-five nucleotides (first
round) and 80 nucleotides (second round). This defined
the maximum length of the probe selected by the algo-
rithm. If no probe was identified that met the original
criterion, the maximum probe length would be increased
by as many as ten bases.

Minimum probe length Fifty-five nucleotides (first
round) and 60 nucleotides (second round). This defined
the minimum length of the probe selected by the algo-
rithm. If no probe was identified that met the original
criterion, the minimum probe length would be decreased
by as many as ten bases.

Optimum probe length (70 nucleotides) This defined
the optimum length of the probe. The algorithm selected
probes as close to this length as possible by applying a
linear penalty score to probe candidates that deviated
from this length. The greater the deviation from optimal
length, the greater the scoring penalty to candidate
probes.

Distance from 3¢ end (1,000 nucleotides) This set a limit
to the search for suitable probes proximal to the 3¢ end
of the target sequence. The algorithm attempted to select
probes from within the distance region defined by this
variable.

GC percent minimum (30%) This set the minimum
GC% threshold for each probe. If no probe was selected
for a sequence using the original criteria, the algorithm
may select a probe with a lower GC%, but in no case
would it select a probe with lower than 20% GC con-
tent.

GC percent maximum (70%) This set the maximum
GC% threshold for each probe. If no probe was selected
for a sequence using the original criteria, the algorithm
may select a probe with a higher GC%, but in no case
would it select a probe with a higher than 80% GC
content.
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Number of probes for each target sequence (1) This
parameter determined the number of probes selected for
each target sequence.

Secondary structure minimum free energy The algo-
rithm calculated the predicted secondary structure of
each probe candidate, eliminating candidate probes with
highly stable secondary structures, as evaluated by free
energy calculations of Gibbs. The threshold value was
set at �5 kcal mol�1 and candidate probes with a free
energy for secondary structure of less than �5 kcal
mol�1 were rejected.

Self-dimer free energy Some candidate probes were
likely to form self-dimer structures. The algorithm
rejected probes that form stable self-dimer structures,
as measured by Gibbs free energy, with a threshold
value of �12 kcal mol�1. If no probe was selected
using the original criteria, the algorithm may select
probes that form more stable self-dimer structures
than specified, although probes with a self-dimer free
energy of less than �20 kcal mol�1 would always be
rejected.

DNA concentration A concentration of 0.2 mM. The
probe concentration used to calculate the TM and the
formation of potential secondary structures.

Sodium concentration A concentration of 0.1 M. The
sodium ion concentration used to calculate the TM and
the formation of potential secondary structures.

Probe sequence complexity check All the probes were
examined for complexity, and probes with regions of
homopolymeric runs of single bases, or for which more
than half consisted of a single base, were rejected.

Cross-hybridization check Checking for probe cross-
hybridization to nontarget sequences was the most
time-consuming part of the probe design. All probes
were checked for cross-hybridization against a library
composed of 19,580 sequences, which is a combination
of the complete pool of 19,038 contigs and 542 se-
quences from EMBL or private sources. We used
slightly more stringent criteria than those previously
described (Kane et al. 2000); any probe candidates (1)
with a region of 15 consecutive bases that exactly
matched a region not belonging to itself or to another
contig from the same ACEG; (2) or where the whole
probe exhibited 70% or more sequence similarity with
any other contig sequence, were considered as poten-
tially cross-hybridizing probes and the algorithm
avoided selection of such probes. If no noncross-
hybridizing probe was identified, the probe with the
least potential for cross-hybridization to nontarget se-
quences would be identified; the program also identi-
fies those nontarget sequences that would potentially
cross-hybridize.

Probe design process

We performed two rounds of probe design. The first
round used the probe design criteria set to the Minimum
TM 72�C, Maximum TM 78�C, and Optimum TM 75�C,
and the values for the remaining criteria were set as
previously described. The first round of probe design
resulted in the generation of unique target probes that
met either the original or reduced stringency criteria for
8,562 sequences, with an additional 846 sequences for
which designed probes were predicted to cross-hybridize
with at least one nontarget sequence. No probes were
selected for 627 sequences with the first round probe
design criteria (Table 2, top).

Increasing the TM criterion to a Minimum TM of
78�C, Maximum TM of 84�C, Optimum TM of 78�C and
rerunning the probe design program for 1,473
(846 + 627) target sequences for which we were not able
to generate specific oligonucleotides that met the origi-
nal or reduced stringency criteria, yielded an additional
725 suitable probes. Furthermore, the number of probes
for which there was potential cross-hybridization was
reduced to 711, and there were only 37 target sequences
for which no satisfactory probe was identified.

The overall TM criteria used for the first round of
probe selection appeared to be a little low and the
algorithm generated many shorter length oligonucleo-
tide probes; most probes generated had lengths between
55 and 60 nucleotides. These short probes might result in
reduced signal to noise output from the array relative to
arrays constructed from elements of 70 nucleotides long
(He et al. 2005). Therefore, we performed a second
round of probe design for the entire set of target se-
quences in which we changed the TM criteria to: Mini-
mum TM 75�C, Maximum TM 81�C, Optimum TM 78�C.
Furthermore, we narrowed the probe length criteria:
Maximum probe length 80, Minimum probe length 60,
Optimum probe length 70. These new criteria prevented
the large length variation observed in the first round of
probe design.

The results of the second round of probe design are
summarized in Table 2. There were 8,961 probes that
met the original or reduced stringency criteria, 880
probes that did not meet cross-hybridization criteria,
and 194 target sequences for which no satisfactory
probes were designed. Just as in the first round of oli-
gonucleotide design, we increased the TM criteria to a
Minimum TM 81�C, Maximum TM 87�C, Optimum TM

81�C and reran the design protocol for the 1,074 target
sequences that did not yield a satisfactory probe with the
initial TM criterion. These allowed us to generate an
additional 230 probes that satisfied either the original or
reduced stringency criteria. Furthermore, more than half
of the probes generated by this protocol were 70 nucle-
otides in length.

Although the second round of probe design generated
a greater number of probes that better satisfied the
length requirement (lengths of close to 70 nucleotides),
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the first round yielded a greater number of satisfactory
probes. Some sequences with satisfactory probes gener-
ated by the first set of criteria for probe design were not

associated with satisfactory probes following application
of the second set of criteria. To generate the largest
population of target sequences having satisfactory
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Fig. 7 A comparison of the fold
increase in the levels of
transcripts encoding proteins
associated with sulfur
acquisition and assimilation
between the oligonucleotide
array (a) and the cDNA array
(b). The transcripts examined
encode 1 arylsulfatase, ARS1, 2
sulfite reductase, SIR1, 3 sulfite
reductase, SIR2, 4 sulfite
reductase (bacterial type),
SIR3, 5 ATP sulfurylase, ATS1,
6 ATP sulfurylase, ATS2, 7
adenylyl sulfate reductase,
APR, 8 APS kinase, 9 serine
acetyltransferase, SAT1, 10 O-
acetylserine(thio)lyase,
OSATL4, 11 cysteine
dioxygenase, 12 UDP-SQ
synthase, SQD, 13 UDP-SQ
diacylglycerol, SQ, 14 ECP76,
15 selenium-binding protein,
SBDP, 16 and 17 two SAC1-
like proteins. The error bars
represent the standard
deviation. c Newly identified
transcripts that increase in
response to sulfur deprivation
based on array analyses. These
transcipts encode 1 ECP88, 2
serine/threonine kinase, 3
ARS2, 4 methionyl-tRNA
transferase, 5 Tbc2 translation
factor, 6 glycoside hydrolase, 7
hypothetic protein rich in
serine, 8 similar to vanadium
chloroperoxidase, 9 CyCAB1
A/B-type cyclin related protein,
10 serine/threonine kinase, 11
RNA-binding region RNP-1,
12 GAS28 hydroxyproline-rich
glycoprotein, 13 unknown, 14
unknown, 15 unknown, 16
unknown, 17 unknown, 18
unknown, 19 unknown, 20
unknown, 21 unknown, 22
sulfate transporter SULTR1, 23
sulfate transporter SULTR2, 24
SbpA, sulfate transport system
substrate-binding protein, 25
chloroplast sulfate transport
system permease. The error bars
represent the standard
deviation
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probes, satisfactory probes generated during the first
round of probe design that did not yield a satisfactory
probe during the second round were included in the final
oligonucleotide probe population. These merged results
(Table 2) show that of the total 9,998 probes generated,
9,368 satisfied all criteria (original or low stringency)
while 630 were predicted to show nonspecific hybrid-
ization to some nontarget sequences; there were only 37
sequences for which no satisfactory probe could be de-
signed. The distribution of the GC content, TM, and
length of the designed probes are shown in Fig. 6a–c.
The probes were numbered from 1 to 9,998 with an
added suffix that defines their origin. ‘‘A’’ for probes
designed for EMBL sequences, ‘‘B’’ for probes designed
for private sequences, ‘‘C’’ for probes designed for
contigs from ACEGs in the first pool, ‘‘D’’ for probes
designed for contigs from ACEGs in the second pool,
‘‘E’’ for probes designed for contigs from ACEGs in the
third pool (Table 3). Finally an ‘‘*’’ was added to the
630 probes that are predicted to show some level of
cross-hybridization. Supplemental Table 3 gives the
complete list of array element IDs from 1.A to 9998.E,
their sequences, length, TM and GC content. Also indi-
cated is the sequence from which the oligo was derived,
i.e., EMBL sequences, private sequences, or the corre-
sponding ACEG contig. Correspondence to gene models
and annotation data is also provided, when available.
Finally, the 37 sequences that did not yield usable
oligonucleotides are indicated at the end of the file.
Some oligonucleotides did not produce a significant hit
on the nuclear genome sequence of C. reinhardtii and are
labeled as ‘NO HITS’ in this table. This reflects the fact
that oligonucleotides were mainly derived from ACEG
contig sequences and not genome sequences, and that
genome sequences are still of insufficient quality in some
regions of the nuclear genome. Also, oligonucleotides
that span an intron–exon junction were not recognized
by the blast algorithm. This matter is currently being
investigated and appropriate corrections will be made.
The ‘.gal’ file to be used with this microarray can be
downloaded from http://www.chlamy.org/micro.html.

Influence of Sulfur deprivation on transcript abundance

To examine the consistency of the new oligonucleotide
array with respect to the previously generated cDNA
array for C. reinhardtii, we compared expression profiles
of sulfur-starved C. reinhardtii cells generated using the
oligonucleotide array with previous results reported for
the cDNA array (Zhang et al. 2004).

The results of an oligonucleotide array analysis for a
subset of genes previously associated with sulfur depri-
vation (mostly for sulfate uptake and assimilation) are
given in Fig. 7a. Figure 7b presents previous results in
which changes in the levels of transcripts encoding the
same proteins as represented in Fig. 7a, following sulfur
deprivation, were monitored using a cDNA microarray
(Zhang et al. 2004). While the changes in transcript

levels were not the same for the two experiments (com-
pare the upper and lower bar graphs), the changes were
always in the same direction; all transcripts except the
one encoding the bacterial type sulfite reductase (SIR3)
increased. The difference in the fold increase could be
explained in a number of ways. One possibility is that
the oligonucleotide probes may be less sensitive, yielding
somewhat lower signals than the cDNA probes, while
another possibility is that the oligonucleotide probes
may have greater specificity. The latter case is suggested
by the finding that while the ARS1 transcript shows a
twofold increase during sulfur deprivation, which is 20
times less than the value reported previously (Zhang
et al. 2004), the oligonucleotide array detected a 6.5-fold
increase in ARS2 transcripts, as shown in Fig. 7c. The
cDNA probe would not have distinguished the two
transcripts (and potential transcripts from other mem-
bers of the ARS gene family; there are potentially nine
ARS genes), which are distinguished by the oligonu-
cleotide probes.

This new array also identified transcripts that in-
creased following the imposition of sulfur deprivation
that were not present on the v1.1 array (Fig. 7c). In
some cases, we expected an increase in the level of these
transcripts; an example of this is the transcript for
ECP88 (Takahashi et al. 2001). In other cases, the
transcripts encode proteins that might serve a regulatory
function, including two transcripts for serine threonine
kinases, the Tbc2 translation factor, the CYCAB1 AB-
type cyclin related protein and a putative mRNA bind-
ing protein. Furthermore, transcripts for some of the
putative sulfate transporters, such as SULTR2, increase
slightly, which has been observed by qPCR analyses
(Pootakham and A.R. Grossman, unpublished). Finally,
there are a number of transcripts encoding proteins of
unknown function that are controlled by sulfur depri-
vation; it will be a challenge to uncover the functions of
the polypeptides encoded by these transcripts in the
acclimation response.

Discussion

The availability of complete genome sequences has made
it feasible to develop microarrays that represent the
entire transcriptome of an organism. These arrays could
be used for gene discovery and studying global expres-
sion of genes, diagnoses of disease states, acclimation of
cells/organisms to environmental change, as well as an
analysis of DNA copy number (Choudhuri 2004;
Dharmadi and Gonzalez 2004; Mantripragada et al.
2004). Oligonucleotide probes representing individual
genes are designed from predicted gene models that are
bioinformatically derived from the genome sequence
and/or the use of the available cDNA information. The
first generation of the C. reinhardtii microarrays con-
sisted mainly of a nonredundant set of cDNA sequences
of various lengths. The varying lengths of these cDNA
fragments and the fact that they were not exhaustively
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checked for specificity probably resulted in nonoptimal
signal specificity and differences in the sensitivity of the
individual probes. To improve upon specificity of probe
hybridization, many groups have shifted to the use of
synthetic oligonucleotides of similar size and TM value,
and that have been optimized for specificity. However,
while some studies indicate a reasonable correlation
between the results obtained using different array for-
mats (Kim 2003; Wang et al. 2005), others have found
marked inconsistencies among the different formats
(Kothapalli et al. 2002; Kuo et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2003;
Hollingshead et al. 2005). These differences highlight the
difficulties in directly evaluating the output quality of
microarray experiments, and care should be taken when
using any of the commercially developed platforms. The
major issues to be considered when working with an
oligonucleotide microarray are: (1) the quality of tran-
scriptome/genomic sequences employed to develop the
set of oligonucleotides, (2) the length and fidelity of the
individual oligonucleotides, and (3) the specificity with
which the oligonucleotides hybridize with their target
sequence.

The transcriptome sequences used as the database to
design oligonucleotide sequences that are specific for
individual genes must be of a high quality. Ideally, only
sequences demonstrated to represent mature transcripts
should be used for designing the oligonucleotides; gene
models predicted solely from genomic sequences might
not represent a gene and/or might have errors in the
predicted intron–exon junctions. The distribution of
sizes of each synthesized oligonucleotide should also be
carefully evaluated (by mass spectrometry). The end
product of each synthesis should ideally contain over
50% full-length product. Furthermore, each oligonu-
cleotide should have a high specificity for its target
genes, and the population of all oligonucleotides used
on the array should have similar TM values. Oligonu-
cleotides that are truncated or contain sequence errors
will cause a significant loss of signal (poor hybridiza-
tion to target gene) and/or nonspecific hybridization,
and based on our experience, the frequency with which
the individual oligonucleotides are truncated can be
relatively high (often the level of full-length product is
significantly below 50% and sometimes below 10%).
We characterized synthetic oligonucleotides purchased
from three different vendors, with respect to distribu-
tion of lengths in the population of each of the oligo-
nucleotide sequences by mass spectroscopy. The
proportion of accurate, full-length oligonucleotides in a
population representing an individual oligonucleotide
varied significantly; the variation was substantially
dependent on the company that performed the syn-
thesis. In some cases, the full-length oligonucleotide
product represented significantly less than 20% of the
total product. The product for nearly all the oligonu-
cleotides synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies
were better than 50% full-length. Therefore, the set of
array elements developed have high, uniform specificity
and sensitivity.

To generate the C. reinhardtii oligonucleotide-based
array, we developed a sequential protocol that allowed
us to select a high-quality unigene set of sequences
representing all known expressed sequences of the C.
reinhardtii transcriptome. This procedure was particu-
larly important since the available cDNA and ACEG
information exhibited large variations in sequence
quality; some of the sequences were redundant, some of
the ACEGs contained multiple contigs with different
intron–exon content, and some ACEGs showed signifi-
cant sequence similarity with other predicted genes of
the nuclear genome or with other ACEGs. The last sit-
uation might result from the generation of duplicate
ACEGs that were not assembled by the Phrap assembly
program, the occurrence of gene families or the occur-
rence of highly similar repeated domains. A thorough
bioinformatics analysis led to the generation of a final
unigene set that we used to develop the oligonucleotide
array elements; the design of these elements was based
on the most accurate sequence information, and the final
set showed a high degree of target gene specificity. It
should be noted that the selection protocol for identi-
fying unique sequences (ACEG contig, EMBL sequence
or private sequence) used for oligonucleotide design
could result in the loss of gene representation on the
array since those sequences that exceed the set similarity
threshold would be eliminated (e.g., members of gene
families that have similar DNA sequences). However,
problems associated with analyzing large genome and
EST databases make it difficult (and impractical) to
scrutinize individual, ambiguous situations that might
allow us to capture additional genomic information.
Furthermore, when analyzing gene expression for indi-
vidual members of gene families, array data is generally
not reliable; a quantitative analysis of expression of
individual members of a gene family is better achieved
using qPCR. For example, members of the LHC, and
particularly members of the LHCB gene family, did not
pass our uniqueness filter, and thus many were not in-
cluded in the current printing of the microarray. We are
performing oligonucleotide design and manual sequence
optimization for individual members of gene families;
these oligonucleotides will be included in the next ver-
sion of the array. A similar step will be taken in the
future to generate specific oligonucleotides for all genes
not currently represented in the array. Finally, while our
conservative approach resulted in the loss of some
ACEG/gene information, it also makes it more likely
that essentially all the array elements represent unique
genes. The population of ACEGs placed in the check-
pool and the remaining pool represents a fertile database
for discovering new members of gene families.

To examine the consistency of the new oligonucleo-
tide array with the previously generated cDNA array for
C. reinhardtii, we compared previous expression profiles
obtained with the cDNA-based array for sulfur-starved
cells with results using the new array. All the transcripts
previously associated with sulfate acquisition and
assimilation that were determined to increase during
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sulfur deprivation using the v1.0 cDNA array (Zhang
et al. 2004) were also shown to increase based on an
analysis with the v2.0 oligonucleotide array These
transcripts include those encoding arylsulfatase, ATP
sulfurylase, serine acetyltransferase, the selenium bind-
ing protein and the SAC1-like proteins, which probably
represent Na+/sulfate co-transporters (Pootakham and
A.R. Grossman, unpublished data). In most cases, the
increase in the transcript level calculated from an anal-
ysis of the oligonucleotide array was not as high as that
of the cDNA array. However, this observation may re-
flect an increased specificity of the new array. This is
almost surely true for the ARS transcript. There are at
least two ARS genes (possibly more), and the cDNA
probe likely hybridized to transcripts from both genes;
the transcript levels for both genes increased during
sulfur deprivation based on analyses using the specific
oligonucleotide probes (Fig. 7). Also, a recent compar-
ison of short oligonucleotide arrays (25–30 mers), long
oligonucleotide arrays (50–80 mers) and cDNA arrays
has highlighted the fact that while the direction of
change of transcript abundance could be reproduced on
those different platforms using the same RNA prepa-
ration, the magnitude of change varied significantly be-
tween platforms (Petersen et al. 2005).

Finally, the new array has enabled us to identify a
number of novel transcripts that increased in response to
sulfur deprivation (Fig. 7c). Some of these transcripts
encode putative regulatory elements that could poten-
tially function at the level of transcription, RNA sta-
bility and translation. These results clearly demonstrate
that this array represents an important new tool that can
be profitably used by the community of researchers
working on C. reinhardtii to generate a more global view
of gene expression in this organism, and will foster
comparisons of this model alga with other model pho-
tosynthetic systems such as Arabidopsis thaliana.

Methods

Microarray fabrication

Microarrays were fabricated in the Stanford Functional
Genomics Facility (SFGF) at Stanford University
(http://www.microarray.org/). Printing material was
suspended in 8 ll 3XSSC on a Beckman Coulter Bi-
oMek FX liquid handling robot to a concentration of
50 lM. This print material was then deposited onto
Corning GAPS II or UltraGAPS slides using a custom-
built microarray robot equipped with Majer Precision
MicroQuill 2000 Array pins. Replicate spots were cre-
ated by printing the entire plate set twice in succession.
The ‘‘.gal’’ file, which locates specific sequences on the
array, and also reports genes present on the array, their
gene models (when available), and available gene
annotation information, is available at the website
http://www.chlamy.org/micro.html. Printed slides were
maintained in a desiccator until they were used. Prior to

use, the slides were hydrated in humidity chamber
(100% humidity) for 5 min. The slides were then snap
dried on a 100�C hot plate (�3 s, array side up) and the
array elements UV cross-linked to the aminosilane sur-
face of the slide at 600 mJ (=6,000·100 lJ) using the
Stratalinker. The arrays were then stored until pre-
hybridization.

RNA isolation

Total RNA was isolated as previously described (Zhang
et al. 2004). The RNA used for preparing cDNA probes
was isolated from both nutrient-replete and sulfur-
starved (10 h) wild-type cells. 10 ll of 10x DNase I
buffer and 2.5 ll of DNase I were added to approxi-
mately 40 lg of total RNA; the total volume of the
reaction was made 100 ll with RNase-free water. The
reaction was incubated for 10 min at room temperature
and the RNA purified from the reaction components
using the Qiagen RNeasy MinElute Kit (Qiagen, Valen-
cia, CA, USA, Cat# 74204), which eliminates degraded
DNA, tRNA, 5.5 rRNA, DNAse and other proteins and
potential inhibitors of the reverse transcriptase reaction.
The volume of the eluted RNA was made 100 ll with
sterile water and thoroughly mixed with 350 ll of buffer
RLT followed by the addition of 250 ll of 100% EtOH.
The solution was then immediately loaded (700 ll) onto
an RNeasy MinElute column in a 2 ml collection tube.
The column assembly was centrifuged at maximum
speed (14,000 rpm) for 15 s, the flow through was dis-
carded, the column transferred to a new 2 ml collection
tube, 500 ll of buffer RPE was added to the top of the
column, which was then centrifuged at max speed for
15 s. The flow-through was discarded and 500 ll of 80%
EtOH was added to the column, and the column was
centrifuged at maximum speed for 3 min. Again, the
flow-through was discarded, and the column was placed
in a new collection tube and centrifuged at full speed for
5 min to eliminate the remaining ethanol. To elute the
RNA, the spin column was placed in a new 1.5 ml Ep-
pendorf tube, 20 ll of milliQ water preheated to 40�C
was placed at the center of the matrix of the column, and
the column was centrifuged at maximum speed for
4 min. The OD260 of the eluted RNA was measured and
4 lg of purified RNA reserved for the labeling reactions.

Labeling and purification of reverse-transcribed cDNAs

Four microgram of purified RNA was adjusted to 4 ll
with sterile milliQ treated water. One microliter of oligo-
dT-(V) (2 lg/ll), consisting of 23 consecutive T residues
followed at the 3¢ end by an A, T, G or C, was added to
the solution prior to heating the reaction mixture for
10 min at 70�C and then quickly chilling it on ice. The
following was then added to the reaction mixture: 2 ll
5X superscript buffer; 1 ll 0.1 M DTT, 0.2 ll 50x
dNTPs (5 mM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, 10 mM dTTP),
1 ll Cy3- or Cy5-dUTP, 0.8 ll Superscript RT (200 U/
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ll), with a final reaction volume of 10 ll. The reaction
was incubated at 42�C for 2 h followed by the addition
of 0.5 ll Superscript RT and a further 30 min incuba-
tion at 50�C. The reaction was stopped by the addition
of 0.5 ll of 500 mM EDTA and 0.5 ll of 500 mM
NaOH and the solution incubated at 70�C for 10 min to
degrade RNA. Neutralization of the reaction mixture
was achieved by the addition of 0.5 ll of 500 mM HCl.
The Qiagen Qiaquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen Inc.,
Cat #28106) was used to purify the labeled cDNA. The
Cy3- and Cy5-labeled cDNAs were mixed with 90 ll of
DNase-free water and 500 ll of Buffer PB. The solution
was thoroughly mixed and immediately placed onto a
QiaQuick column. The column was washed with 750 ll
of Buffer PE by centrifugation at maximum speed for
1 min and the flow-through was discarded. The wash
procedure was repeated and the column was centrifuged
at maximum speed in an Eppendorf microcentrifuge for
2.5 min to remove the remaining Buffer PE. The column
was then transferred to a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube
and 50 ll of milliQ water preheated to 40�C was applied
to the resin bed. After 1 min incubation, the column was
centrifuged at maximum speed for 4 min to elute the
labeled cDNAs. The eluate was dried in the dark in a
SpeedVac; keeping the probe in the dark prevents
photobleaching.

Hybridization of the oligonucleotide arrays

All solutions used in the prehybridization and hybrid-
ization protocols were filtered through 0.2 lm Nalgene
Bottle–Top filters and when possible autoclaved. Prehy-
bridization was performed immediately before starting
the hybridization. The arrays were incubated for 1 h in
the pre-warmed prehybridization solution (5X SSC, 25%
formamide, 0.1% SDS, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) at 42�C. Fol-
lowing this incubation, the slides were transferred to
0.1X SSC and gently agitated at RT for 5 min. The 0.1X
SSC wash was repeated and the arrays were then trans-
ferred to ddH2O for 30 s and dried by centrifugation at
1,000 rpm for 10 min (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810R).
The dried cDNA was resuspended in 25 ll of milliQ
water followed by the addition of 25 ll of 2X hybrid-
ization buffer (6X SSC, 0.2% SDS, 0.4 lg/ll poly(A),
0.4 lg/ll yeast tRNA, 40% formamide), both preheated
to 40�C (preventing precipitation of SDS). The resus-
pended samples were boiled for 3 min, centrifuged for
2 min in an Eppendorf microfuge at full speed to remove
debris, and then 50 ll of the probe solution was placed in
the middle of the prehybridized, dried array. The solu-
tion spreads over the entire surface of the array when a
Fisher brand large coverslip (Fisherbrand Microscope
Cover Glass 12-544-G22X60-1.5) is carefully placed over
the surface of the array. Three drops of 10 ll 3X SSC
were placed on the surface of the array (not too close to
the position of the coverslip) and then the array was
sealed in an air-tight chamber and incubated in a 42�C
water bath for 24 h. For washing the slides after

hybridization, containers with 350 ml 2XSSC/0.1% SDS
were preheated to 42�C, and 350 ll of freshly prepared
0.1M DTT was added to each just before use. The
hybridization chambers were removed from the water
bath, and the individual slides immersed in 2XSSC/0.1%
SDS (in one of the containers) until the coverslip moved
away from the slides. The slide was then transferred to
fresh, preheated 2XSSC/0.2% SDS and gently dipped up
and down for 5 min, followed by 5 min washes in
0.1XSSC/0.1% SDS and 0.1XSSC, both at room tem-
perature. The slides were rinsed in 0.01XSSC for 10 s and
immediately dried by centrifugation. Detailed and up-
dated versions of the protocols used for RNA-labeling,
slide prehybridization, hybridization and washing can be
downloaded at http://www.chlamy.org/micro.html

Scanning, quantification and analysis of the slides

The slides were scanned using a GenePix 4000B scanner
(Molecular Devices, CA, USA) and GenePix pro 4.0
(Molecular Devices). The images were quantified as
previously described (Zhang et al. 2004), and analyses of
the data were performed using GeneSpring 6.1 (Agilent
Technologies, CA, USA). Two replicate slides, including
a dye-swap experiment with two sets of array elements
each, were used for the analysis. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) defined as (signal mean � background
mean)/(background standard deviation) combined for
the Cy3 and Cy5 channels for the spots were as follows:
2.9% of the spots had an SNR>100; 22.2% >10; 57%
>3 and 69% >2, while 43% of the spots had an
SNR<3 and 31% <2. Considering a value of SNR >3
as representing exploitable spots (Tiquia et al. 2004; see
also http://www.biocompare.com/techart.asp?id=909),
a little more than half of the spots printed on the array
gave meaningful data under these experimental condi-
tions. Lowering the threshold to that of an SNR>2
yields meaningful signals for about two-thirds of the
spots; the validity of many of these signals would require
extensive post-array investigation, including RT-qPCR
or RNA blot hybridizations.
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